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Q1 2015 PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT REPORT 

 

Business Update 

We would like to thank our clients for their continued support. In return, we would like to reiterate 

our belief that the best work we do is on our desks and not on the road and, that is why we do not 

have a dedicated business development function.  It is therefore incumbent on us to make available 

processes through which our clients can refine their trust in us. In that vein, we would like to 

encourage you to attend, and make full use of, our second annual Investment Forum on May 6.  

Please let us know if you would like to attend but have not received an invitation.   

We are delighted to announce to you that we have officially launched our corporate social 

responsibility initiative, namely, First Avenue Institute (“The Institute”).  The objective of The 

Institute is to expose young, previously disadvantaged girls in South Africa to the fields of Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM).  The program consists of a 1 week resident 

winter school hosted by the Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment, University of 

Johannesburg. The College of Engineering of the University of New Hampshire, USA, that has been 

running a similar program for the last 12 years, will serve as adviser.  During the program, academic 

work will be enriched with practical experience conducted by participating industry partners such as 

BMW and the South African National Space Agency at their premises.  These hard skills will be 

supplemented by training in soft competencies such as life skills, presentation skills, business 

etiquette, and relationship management.  The University of New Hampshire will offer two fully paid 

for scholarships to exceptional graduates of the program while the UJ will offer many more 

scholarships. 

Figure 1: First Avenue Institute Overview     

 

Regarding the core business of First Avenue, we take pleasure in welcoming Dhersan Chetty to our 

investment team.  Dhersan has worked as a sell side analyst for the past 10 years and has covered a 

variety of sectors including healthcare (hospitals and pharmaceuticals), investment holding 

companies (e.g. REMGRO), drug retailers (e.g. Clicks), and construction.  Before joining us, he 

worked for UBS and has been a rated analyst each year and was most recently ranked 2nd in 
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healthcare and 3rd in holdings companies.  In an international survey (Extel), he was rated as the 

number 1 analyst in the country across all sectors. 

We also extend our sincere condolences to the family of Vinesh Rajoo.  Vinesh was going to start 

working in our operations team in March, but tragically passed away prior to his first day. 

Investing in the Highest Order of Value  

First Avenue is an intrinsic value equity manager investing exclusively in high quality companies.  The 

objective of our investment style is to grow our clients’ wealth through the consistent application of 

our investment philosophy and process over long periods of time.  We list below the simultaneous 

conditions necessary for this outcome to materialize. 

1. We forgo opportunity to outperform the market during periods of over-valuation (momentum) 

due to either trend exuberance or risk acquisition:   

These are periods when: (i) the valuation of most securities on the market do not reflect sufficient 

margins of safety, and (ii) the psychological and emotional make-up of investors who dominate 

market activity is one of valuing one’s gains more than one’s losses.  We refer to our results during 

these later stages in the business and market cycle as our pain trade. 

2. Our clients stay with us for extended periods of time: 

By foregoing momentum related returns, investors in our funds appreciate our ability to: (i) avoid 

significant capital losses when the stock market corrects from over-valuation (momentum), and (ii) 

continue to grow from a higher base than a market-corrected level.  Through this phenomenon, 

which is referred to as compounding, we aim to double our clients’ investments with us every 3.9 

years at the high end and 5.5 years at the low end.  This works out to an average compound annual 

return of between 12.25% and 19% depending on where in the cycle a client invests with us. To 

further explain, 12.25% is our view of the cost of equity in South Africa, which is the bare minimum 

an equity investor should earn and 19% is the average annual compound return on the All Share 

since 1960 (the furthest back we could go  to find clean data).  

The Curious Case of South African Resource Equities 

Since the credit crisis of 2008, resource equities have underperformed the broad market indices of 

the Johannesburg Securities Exchange (JSE), namely the All Share (ALSI) and the SWIX (Shareholder 

Weighted Index), by a wide margin.  See Figure 2. 

Resource equities were further affected by the economic recession that followed the credit crisis.  

The collapse in commodity prices, which have not come anywhere near their 2008 levels, is only part 

of the reason.  Yet inflation, a sign that life goes on, has steadily marched on, heaping misery on 

workers, workers, capital expenditure costs of businesses, and pensioners alike in a macroeconomic 

environment characterized by low interest rates.   

At First Avenue, we define investing as maintaining and growing the purchasing power of savings. 

Having compounded returns at less than half the rate of domestic inflation, resource equities have 

betrayed the definition of money – a subtle device that links the present to the future.  And this, 

mind you is in a period of benign inflation!  On the other hand, financial and industrial equities 
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(FINDI) not only preserved, but grew savings far in excess of inflation.  Is this a cyclical phenomenon 

wherein resources and FINDI alternate leadership in combating inflation or is there anything 

structural in the underperformance of resource equities? 

Figure 2: Resources Index versus FINDI30 

 

 

Our view is that the market performance of resource equities reflects inferior and worsening 

fundamentals in South African mining equities.  Elevated commodity prices between 2004 -2007 

masked the structural deterioration in the fundamentals of resource companies, resulting in a 

resource bull market.  So virulent was this bull market that nostalgic investors have since been 

vigilant not to be caught off guard by its return! Of course, commodity prices are a function of 

economic growth.  So in fact, to call a resource upcycle, you must expect strong economic growth.  

In short, commodity prices either need the major economies of the world to fire all at once, or the 

arrival of India as the new China.  However, in between infrequent periods of exceptionally high 

economic growth, annual GDP spends a lot of time below its long run average.  Thus, an investor can 

choose to spend his time honing his skill at either calling the cycle for “windfall” economic growth or 

identifying and quantifying inflation fighting properties (competitive advantages) within various 

businesses to see her through long stretches of the way the world really is, low to average economic 

growth.  You will know by now that we are in the latter camp. 

Shareholder Dilution 

It is very curious that during a period of elevated commodity prices, the precious metals sector 

(platinum and gold miners), issued shares and diluted existing shareholders.  Share issuances 

continued beyond the credit crisis and the economic recession right into the economic recovery. 

The precious metals sector may be forgiven for issuing shares if it invested the proceeds in accretive 

growth.  The problem clearly is that low commodity prices post 2008 led to precipitously low profits.  

Incidentally, there is a “right” side to resource equities, and a “wrong” side.  The right side (rising 

profitability) is when high dollar metal prices are accompanied by a strong Rand (weak USD, EUR, 
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GBP) while the “wrong” side (falling profitability) is when low USD commodity prices are 

accompanied by a weak Rand (strong USD, EUR, GBP).  Figure 3 shows the rising profits, caused by 

high dollar metal prices, during the resource bull market (2004-2007), even though the Rand was 

strong.  The same chart shows falling profits post 2008 when dollar commodity prices were low, 

together with a weaker local currency. High dollar metal prices, not a weak Rand, lead to “windfall 

profits”!  

Figure 3: Shares in Issue versus Profits 

  
Source: Sieberana Research, First Avenue 

The explanation is simple.  The marginal investor on the JSE is the foreign investor.  She buys 

resource equities when dollar metal prices are strong.  A weak USD, EUR, GBP is a boon to her by 

way of foreign currency gains.  She sells resource equities when the dollar metal price falls.  This 

time, she avoids foreign exchange losses from a stronger USD, EUR, or GBP.  So unless you’re 

expecting strong or “windfall” economic growth from the next China, and thus strong emerging 

market currencies, then don’t expect metal prices to rise. 

Geology and Production Costs 

Resources are a depleting asset both physically and economically.  While there is still plenty of ore 

underground, the quality and depth of what remains makes it unattractive to extract it 

commercially.  Grades or amount of metal content in ore determine the quality of the reserve. 

Consequently, quality is measured in grades per ton of ore. Figure 4 shows the decline or 

deterioration in grades per ton accompanied by an increase in unit costs.  The logic of this 

relationship is simple.  The lower the quality of the ore, the more earth you have to disturb to 

produce your intended volumes.  This adds to costs.  What compounds matters is the complexity of 

having to dig deeper into the earth’s crust, and the associated loss in productivity.  This is a 

structural impediment to the sustainability of the industry even before considering wage disputes 

that are plagued the industry over the past few years. 

The real tragedy behind the explosion in unit costs is that the local mining industry has not exhibited 

ingenuity commensurate with its adventures toward the earth’s pith.  Unlike its counterpart in 

Australia, industry is devoid of technological innovation such as automation of movable equipment 

(trucks and trains) and mechanization of extraction equipment (versus labour) as a means of 
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lowering direct production costs.  We are, in effect, behaving like the proverbial frog in a pot of 

water over a fire. 

Figure 4: Platinum and Gold Industry Grade vs Unit Costs 

       Source: Sieberana Research, First Avenue 

It didn’t have to turn out this way though.  In reaction to a planned merger between Implats and 

Lonmin that was driven by their respective controlling shareholders Gencor and Lonrho, the 

European Competition Commission in 1995 stated in a report that the platinum industry is a high 

fixed cost industry with an inflexible cost structure.  It estimated that fixed costs were in the order of 

70% of total costs.  The Commission commented that a strategy to close low margin shafts and 

concentrate on the most profitable ones would mean shifting and spreading non-removable costs 

across the remaining shafts, thereby also rendering once profitable shafts marginal.  This would 

necessitate more shaft closures-a vicious cycle.   

In essence, an effort to lower costs cannot be predicated on closing down individual shafts.  Rather, 

efficiency can only be attained through a thorough review of overall costs (finding a way to convert 

fixed costs into variable costs).  In other words, the European Competition Commission was urging 

the kind of innovation that never materialized, namely, automation and mechanization, to lower 

overall costs.  In the 20 years since the industry was offered this advice free of charge, it thought 

nothing of it and thus took none of it.  For instance, we at First Avenue have never understood why 

it has not occurred to major industry players to share processing and refining facilities.  Such an 

initiative would materially lower unit costs by spreading the cost of operating processing facilities 

over the combined production of three companies.  

Yet today, the best idea you hear from the industry is one of closing down of marginal shafts rather 

than removal of overall costs through innovation and infrastructure sharing.  Has it not occurred to 

managements of these various companies that perhaps the shafts are marginal because the costs 

are high, not that these shafts have been cursed?  By the way, there’s another chink in the armour of 

the strategy of closing marginal shafts.  Department of Minerals regulations dictate that companies 

mine to their average grade.  So what you see in Figure 4 is the average grade of all the mines - good 

and bad.  Suppose for a minute, that this regulation wasn’t there, and a company could exploit only 

its best reserve to meet overall production cheaply. Well, that reserve would run out quickly and the 

company would have to revisit marginal mines for production growth—taking investors back to 
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square one.  No wonder the rule that forces companies to delay the day of reckoning, economic ruin, 

by mining to the average! 

Profits (or Lack Thereof) 

In industries where cost efficiency is the only way to buoy profitability, falling grades, high unit costs, 

not to mention falling volumes, are a recipe for disaster.           

Figure 5: Grade versus Profits 

 

Source:  First Avenue 

Absent cost efficiency, the precious metals industry really does need high metal prices to buoy its 

profits.  After all, profits are the inverse of costs.  If sales are the raw material for profits, it is critical 

to minimize costs. 

Economic Profits: A Summary of Woes 

Arbitraging factors of production to more than pay back your equity and debt funders, or, creating 

economic value, is the reason why a commercial entity exists.  Structural value creation is also 

evidence of something else very important, in fact, the most important thing; human ingenuity-the 

ability to understand the world, explain it to yourself, and act to the best understanding there is 

among fellow man. Sadly, the precious metals industry exhibits none of it.  All the value that has 

ever been created in this industry has been on account of two factors, both exogenous to 

management’s actions, namely, good grades and high metal prices.  That’s it. If you doubt it, invert 

our logic and you’ll arrive at the explanation for the value destruction we’ve seen since 2008! 
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Figure 6: Grades versus Return on Invested Capital 

  Source: Sieberana Research, First Avenue 

Last, a word on our two holdings in the sector, BHP Billiton and Sasol.  Cast your eye back at Figure 2 

to observe how the various sectors fared relative to inflation since the last stock market crash.  You 

will notice that BHP Billiton and Sasol are the only two resource companies that beat inflation.  And 

by the way, we would be remiss if we didn’t caution that inflation has been at a historically low level 

during this period.  So, companies weren’t called upon by the forces levitation to pass on inflation to 

make money.  It has been an easy time to make money, yet resources equities failed to beat 

inflation.  If you ever needed evidence of lack of pricing in mining, this is it!     

Billiton and Sasol breached inflation on the basis of cost efficiency-bringing down overall costs while 

increasing production (removing fixed costs to enhance scale efficiencies).  Of the two, of course 

Billiton is the big daddy.  Cost efficiency is the most inferior way to safeguard your profitability 

compared to other structural advantages such as intangible assets, network effect, and so on.  Yet a 

company is better off with it than none at all as we’ve just illuminated in the text above.   

A criticism against owning commodity companies in a high quality portfolio like ours is that 

commodity companies are quite capex intensive given their inability to pass on capital cost inflation.  

You only need to compare the amount of revenue resources companies invest back into capex to the 

amount invested by industrials and financials.  That is the capex-to-sales ratio of the RESI versus that 

of the FINDI.  Figure 7 shows how wide the gap is.  No rebuttal from us there.  On account of this, if 

we managed a global portfolio, we may very well not own a single commodity producer.  

Nonetheless, given our focus on South African equities at this point in time, and the preponderance 

of resource equities on the local bourse, it is instructive to see that Billiton and Sasol have a 

structurally lower capex-to-sales ratio than the rest of the RESI.   
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Figure 7: Capex to Sales-FINDI versus RESI 

 

Source:  First Avenue    

Our ‘litmus test’ for investing in a high quality company is whether the company would still be able 

to deliver an acceptable return if we owned the business and the stock market closed down forever 

tomorrow.  In the case of many mining companies in South Africa, it would be hard to justify holding 

them as there would be a strong need for further capital investment (as shown by the many rights 

issues over the past few years) and their dividend uncertainty (due to being highly leveraged to the 

economy).  However, in the case of BHP Billiton and Sasol, the return profile from dividends would 

have been extremely consistent.  As an example, we show BHP Billiton in Figure 8.  Note that, if an 

investor bought BHP Billiton in 1998, he would have by 2014 earned more than 6 times his in-price in 

dividends alone.  The dividend growth alone would allow an investor to beat inflation.   

Figure 8: Cumulative dividend yield of BHP Billiton since 1998 
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Conclusion 

In summary, there is a perfectly understandable reason why resource equities have underperformed 

the FINDI.  Resource equities are a fundamentally weaker business whose capital expenditure is a 

sizeable portion of revenues without commensurate pricing power to pass on inflation embedded in 

the total costs of production.  That leaves them with one option and one option only to protect their 

profits from the vagaries of the economy, namely, cost efficiency.  But inflationary cost increases, 

deteriorating grades, and falling volumes betray attempts at cost efficiency.  This leaves the sector 

with a single Hail Mary chance of economic profitability-high commodity prices.  Absent virulent 

economic growth, metal prices remain languish below the incentive price to produce them.  An 

investor’s only chance therefore of making money in resource commodities is a sustainable surprise 

in high GDP growth, that is, another China.  Short of that, resources equities will continue to 

underperform the FINDI.  While investors point to valuations in the RESI space, the real question is 

with what degree of certainty can you talk about valuation when your claim to (shrinking) 

profitability is constantly diluted down through new share issuances?  

  

Quarterly Investment Outcome 

Our performance for the quarter is shown in Table 1 below.  We continue to outperform since 

inception while taking lower risk than the benchmark.  Over more recent periods, our overweight 

position in oil has negatively affected our investment outcomes.  The remainder of the portfolio has 

performed reasonably well relative to the benchmark.  In fact, the month of March alone, when 

Sasol was hurt by the falling oil price, singlehandedly affected our 3yr number.  Nonetheless, we 

remain convinced of the merits and valuations of both companies and have been encouraged by 

recent data which suggests falling US supply of shale oil, helping to bring the market into balance 

and correct the oil price sooner than most analysts had expected.  This has already had a positive 

impact on our portfolio in April.  We anticipate we will also repair the 3yr number shortly. 

Table 1: Fund Performance as at March 31, 2015 

Risk/Return period 
General Equity 

Composite 
SWIX Relative 

Since inception* cumulative 110.5% 107.2% 3.3% 

Since Inception* Annualised 19.6% 19.1% 0.5% 

3 year p.a. 20.2% 21.4% -1.2% 

1 year p.a. 17.6% 17.7% -0.1% 

3m 6.6% 6.9% -0.2% 

Annualised Volatility since Inception* 12.6% 14.0% -1.3% 

Annualised Risk Adjusted Return since Inception* 

(Ann Return / Ann Vol) 
154.9% 136.9% 18.0% 

 * Inception Feb 2011        
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The drivers of performance for the quarter are shown in Figure 9 below.  EOH Holdings, a new 

addition to the portfolio, together with our underweight in MTN were the largest contributors to 

outperformance.  We found the recent weakness in MTN to be an attractive entry point and have 

used the opportunity to add MTN to our portfolio.  Aspen Holdings and Steinhoff were the largest 

detractors of performance.  Aspen was negatively affected by the sale of shares by GSK during the 

period under review but has subsequently recovered.  

Figure 9: Stock Attribution for the quarter 

 

 

As valuation-driven managers, we do not construct our portfolios according to sectors.  The portfolio 

positioning is a function of our best ideas which includes moat ratings and discount to fair value.  

However, relative to the index, our underweight in mining added more than 1% in terms of 

outperformance.  Our underweight position in banking hurt us as the sector re-rated across the 

board.  We have since corrected this problem and look forward to sharing the outcomes of our 

solution with you in the next quarter. 
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Figure 10: Sector Attribution for the quarter 

 

 

Portfolio Positioning 

Figure 11 shows our top 10 overweight positions relative to the SWIX.  These represent 45.6% of the 

portfolio, demonstrating that we are neither benchmark nor peer cognizant.  That the top 10 

positions in absolute terms (not bets) comprise well over 60% of the portfolio demonstrates high 

conviction in our best ideas. 

Figure 11: General Equity Portfolio Positioning (Top 10 Bets) as at March 31, 2014       

Stocks Portfolio Benchmark Relative  

Woolworths 6.39% 1.43% 4.96% 

Sanlam Ltd 7.17% 2.58% 4.58% 

Sasol Ltd 7.88% 4.28% 3.60% 

BHP Billiton PLC 4.52% 1.92% 2.60% 

EOH Holdings Ltd 2.72% 0.32% 2.39% 

Aspen Pharmacare Holdings Ltd 4.42% 2.20% 2.22% 

Vodacom Group Ltd 2.92% 0.82% 2.10% 

Mr Price Group Ltd 3.15% 1.14% 2.01% 

Distell Group Ltd 2.07% 0.13% 1.94% 

AVI Ltd 2.36% 0.47% 1.88% 

Total 45.60% 14.40% 31.30% 
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The same level of conviction in our portfolios can be derived from our sector allocation below. 

Figure 12: Sector Allocation as at March31, 2014 

Sector Portfolio Benchmark Relative  

Basic Materials 4.52% 9.92% -5.40% 

Consumer Goods 18.02% 14.97% 3.05% 

Consumer Services 24.67% 20.66% 4.01% 

Financials 12.95% 28.30% -15.35% 

Health Care 6.91% 5.33% 1.58% 

Industrials 10.33% 7.78% 2.55% 

Oil & Gas 7.88% 4.29% 3.59% 

SA Cash 4.51% 0.00% 4.51% 

Technology  2.72% 0.58% 2.14% 

Telecommunications 7.50% 8.10% -0.61% 

 

Outlook 

Looking ahead, we remain convicted in the ability of high quality companies to deliver superior risk 

adjusted returns through the cycle.  We believe that the market will continue to exhibit high levels of 

volatility as the US Fed continues to provide mixed signals on the timing of rate increases.  With the 

US Treasury 10-year bond yields and the yields of several other developed countries well below 2%, 

conditions are supportive of a continuation of the current ‘bull run’.  However, as asset prices 

continue to inflate, we believe that, when the correction comes, it will be even more severe.  High 

quality companies are well positioned as the market tends to appreciate their persistently high 

profitability the most during times of great uncertainty.  This is why we are pleased that we are 

almost able to keep up with the market during this quarter where conditions do not support our 

strategy.  However, when a correction comes, we are confident that our portfolio will be less 

impacted than lower quality portfolios and will create a good base to compound growth into the 

future. 
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Disclaimer 

First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).  

The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be 

based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as 

defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the 

appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the 

appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment 

strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider 

whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs. 

Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good 

faith. 
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